Project Description
The three-week adventure to New Zealand creates an opportunity to study the differing cultural, environmental,
and historical aspects of its south islands. The blended program allowed for learning and direct interaction with both
nature and human societies. The time spent in the classroom was used to examine the history of New Zealand and
the tourism within it. The cultural aspect included visits to a vineyard, farms, national parks, mountains, hikes, a
service day, and a cruise. Through this program, I was not only be given first-hand information, but I was also be
able to decipher for myself the best plan of action for true sustainable tourism. I was in the environment and able to
see the changes that tourism and major conglomerates have done to this industry. The blended course of in-class
and out of class learning was the foundation for directly understanding how to create sustainable tourism in a
country and our impacts upon it.

Project Motivation
The Sustainability in Tourism and Impacts on the Environment Study Abroad class
took place in New Zealand in May of 2019. The main focus of the class was learning
about New Zealand: its ecosystems, animals, plants, industry, and environment. We
did this through in class lectures and activities out of the classroom. It was more than
just a study abroad but a different view on the world and how you are able to
improve it. The study abroad has changed my entire perspective of how I live my own
life and how I will live it when I come back home.

Favorite Adventure
The Fiordland cruise and hike we did taught me about how important it is to
protect entire ecosystems. Just as we learned about off shore islands restoring
species, it doesn’t help to bring back the ecosystem which is the ultimate goal
to sustain it. This national park preserves many endemic and native species
and plants. This is one of the best ways to restore ecosystems and bring back
native groups. This taught me that sometimes fixing a single part of a problem
doesn’t fix the overall situation. You can improve all you want incrementally on
a few things but to fix bigger problems need cultivation and time. This is how it
is also vastly difference between the US and New Zealand. The US tends to try
and replace single species and plants. In certain areas it preserves ecosystems
but not to the extent of New Zealand. The US doesn’t focus on the bigger
picture of rebuilding ecosystems to bring back everything and not just single
species.
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Learning Experience
The Cape Saunders tour on the beach taught me how important it is to allow
animals to be viewed in their natural habitat. The penguins, sea lions, and birds all
had the entire ocean and land at their disposal. They used each part of the land as an
integral part in their lives and the land uses them. It is a partnership that shouldn’t be
disturbed. This is a sustainable system. This really changed my mind about my views
of zoos. I had always known that aquariums starve, torture, and give minimal space to
the animals. I usually considered zoos a lesser evil because they tried to bring back
endangered animals. Now, I realize that in some retrospect that zoos take
animals out of their natural habitat and into cages. This is how the US chooses
to do most animal viewing at zoos and not in their natural habitats. Unlike
New Zealand where most animal viewing is in a human and non-disturbing
way in the animal’s natural space.

Transformational Aspect
This trip was more than just a class to me. It reignited my beliefs in saving
the environment and the tremendous impact one single person can make. If
you fight and advocate for what you believe is right, unbiasedly and
unselfishly, you are able to be a catalyst for change. The voiceless earth and
animals need someone to speak for them. Since I have been back home, I have
continued this mission of protecting those who do not have a voice through
local cleanups, living efficiently, living cleanly, and doing my part. There is
always more that I can do but I need to start somewhere. That is what I am
starting; my own change to inspire others. What can we do but play our part?

